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man who has this value in himself is everywhereWell-
disposed ; he is not dependent upon objects, z>. he is^'Tapf
for ever needing and hoping. from the object, what he"
himself lacks.
It should be sufficiently evident from these considera-
tions that, for Eckehart, God is a psychological, or more
accurately a psycho-dynamic, state.
(3) " Again must ye understand the soul as the Kingdom of
God. For the soul is of like nature with Divinity. All that was
here spoken of God's Kingdom, so far as God Himself is this
Kingdom, may be truly said in like manner of the soul. All
things came to pass through Him^ saith St John. This must
be understood of the soul, since the soul is the All. Such it is,
as an image of God. But as such is it also the Kingdom of God.
So deeply, saith one master, is God in the soul, that His whole
Divine nature resteth upon it. That God is in the soul is an
higher estate than that the soul is in God : when the soul is in
God, it is not blessed therein, but blessed indeed is the soul
which God inhabits. Of this be ye certain : God is Himself
blessed in the soul I"
The soul, that ambiguous and variously - interpreted
concept, corresponds historically with a psychological
content to which a certain independence must 'belong
within the limits of consciousness. For, if this were not
the case, man would never have arrived at the notion of
ascribing an independent nature to the soul, as though it
were an objectively discernible thing. Like every auto-
nomous complex, it must be a content to which spontaneity,
and hence a partial unconsciousness, necessarily belongs.
The primitive, as we know, usually possesses several souls,
z>. several autonomous complexes with a considerable
degree of independence, which gives them the appearance
of having a separate existence (as in certain mental dis-
orders.) Ascending to the higher human levels, we find
the number of souls decreasing, until the highest level of
culture shows us the soul quite dispersed in the conscious-
ness of all psychic activities, and only granted a further
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